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SWVA, INC. a subsidiary of
STEEL OF WEST VIRGINIA, INC.

February 3, 2003

Douglas M. Collins, Director
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
61 Forsythe Street, SW Suite 23T85
Atlanta, GA 30303

Subject: CONFIRMATORY ACTION LETTER (CAL No. 02-02-005)

Dear Mr. Collins:

Enclosed please find our report to you to answer the questions you posed to us

in your December 23, 2002 letter. It was prepared by Don Jordan, Ph.D. and

Jerry Wiza from RAM Services.

If you have any questions, please let us know.

Sincerely,

Bruce Groff, SPHR
Vice President, Administration

cc: John M. Pelchat
Timothy R. Duke

Phone: (304) 696-8200 Phone: (800) 624-3492 Fax: (304) 529-1479
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Estimation of Employee Radiation Exposures

Definitions

The following terms are used in this report as defined below.

Gauge The portion of a radioactive gauging system containing the radioactive
source, shielding, and source housing and exclusive of the other
elements of the system, e.g., detector, electronics, frame, etc.

Source The sealed source capsule containing the radioactive material and
itself contained within the gauge.

SWVA Steel of West Virginia

Damaged Gauge Radiatdon Profile

The damaged gauge was received at ADCO on the morning of 23 January 2003.
Shortly thereafter, the gauge was removed from its transport container and placed on
the floor of ADCO's warehouse

Radiation measurements were obtained with a Victoreen Model 450P ion chamber,
whose 300 cc. chamber is pressurized to 6 atmospheres. The conductive plastic
chamber walls have a thickness of 200 mg/cm2 . Since the maximum range of the
instrument is 5 R/hr, the surface measurement of 5.5 R/hr must be regarded with
suspicion. Proper operation of the instrument was verified with a check source both
before and after the measurements were obtained. Background radiation levels were in
the range of a few microroentgens per hour.

Measurements were made at the surface of the damaged housing and at distances of
12" and 36" from the housing exterior surface. The gauge housing is 6% inches in
diameter. Distances were measured from the gauge housing surface to the ion chamber
mid-point indicator marking on the instrument case. The ion chamber was oriented so
that the measurements were made through the side of the instrument.
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Table 1. Survey instrumentation.
23 Jnuar 200 Jerry Wiza, RRPT

Damaged Kay Ray level gauge, Model 7060SD, S/N 29662, nominally containing 500 mCi of Cs-1 37
as of 30 January 1991 and formerly installed at Steel of West Virginia.

Measurements made at ADCO Services, Inc. in Tinley Park, Illinois

ManwamuIal MOara IWYe ON IUmprnmuTf uDs

Victoreen 450P Pressurized Ion chamber 1412 29 May 2002
GflCK bPlCffX- -AQU~LY- ~, wr116~Cuffe¶rn5aings

(Dedicated check Cs-137 0 8 OCI440 OR/hr 420 OR/hr (before)
source located at 410 OR/Hr (after)
ADCO, no other ID
available) _ ____

In the table of survey measurements below, 00 refers to the top of the gauge as it was

installed at SWVA and angles are measured in the counter clockwise direction from this
reference. These measurements were made in a plane bisecting the gauge housing and
perpendicular to the beam axis. The "Back Surface" referred to below is the surface of
the gauge housing opposite the beam port and the "Front Surface" is the plane
containing the shutter mechanism.

I Top of gauge -I

Z~1~ E

1B sack of gauge

Figure 1. Radiation Survey Coordinate System Depicting Gauge as installed at SWVA

Table 2. Raw Survev Measurementsl
8 a Rosure Rates in mil;fRoentgeni r I

lnistance I Angle in Plane Normal to Beam Axis Surdace
inches 00 450 900 1350 1800 2250 2700 3150 Back Front

Surface 2,500 3,500 5,500 3,800 860 1,450 2,500 1,670 153 1
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.I i1 270 660 990 720 148 73 660 129] 45 io|

3 27 118 118 110 18 14 101 22 124

We offer the raw data presented in Table 2 above to afford a baseline for review or
additional analysis. However, to obtain useful exposure rates, this data must be
corrected for the source-to-housing distance and the energy response and angular
dependence of the detector, which are presented graphically in Appendix B. The
instrument correction factors, obtained from these graphs are presented below in Table
3. The individual factors have been combined into a global instrument correction factor.
We omitted the correction for decay during the interval between the incident and the
survey as inconsequential (0.2%).

Table 3. Instrument Correction Factors
Correction Efficienc Correction FactorI
I instrument response through the side at approximately 650 keV 97% 1.031 ]
Instrument response at an angle of 900 to the radiation field. 93% 1.075

Global Correction Factor 1.108

The measured exposure rates given in Table 2 are adjusted for the source to housing
distance, and are then normalized to standard distances of 3, 12 and 36 inches using
the standard rule

D2=D[x RI

where DI and RI are the distance and exposure rates at the first position and D2 and R2
are those at the second position. The global correction factor is then applied to
compensate for detector efficiency. The corrected and normalized exposure rates are
presented below in Table 4.

Table 4. Corrected and Normalized Exposure Rates.
ipEnosure Rates in miiRoentgenlhrt

Distance Angle In Plane Normal to Beam Axis Surface
inches 00 450 goo 1350 1800 2250 2700 31So Back Front

3 3,507 4,910 7,715 5,330 1,206 2,034 3,507 2,343 215 2

12 491 1,201 1,801 1,310 269 133 1,201 23E 82 11

36 36 156 156 146 24 19 134 2S 16
.1
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Discussion of Survey Findings

The measurements obtained at the housing surface and at 12 inches describe a
radiation field that is asymmetric and distorted from what one would expect from the
customary inverse square law. In particular, we note that the pattern of measurements
at 180, 225 and 270 degrees at 12 inches from the housing does not follow the pattern
at those angles at the housing surface. Moreover, the measured exposure rates at 12
inches are generally at great variance with those expected from the application of the
inverse square law to the surface exposure rates, after correcting for the housing radius.

These anomalies may be due to one or both of the plausible consequences of the
melting and loss of lead shielding and the sledge-hammering to remove the gauge,
namely displacement of the source within the housing and the creation of voids within
the remaining lead shielding. Thus the source may now be much closer to the housing
in a particular location and the housing radius distance correction is in gross error there
and there may be little or no shielding at some positions.

However, the measurements at 36 inches follow a more regular pattern and more
closely follow the inverse square law when compared to those at 12 inches. In
particular, the corrected exposure rates at 36 inches and 270 degrees, which will be
used extensively in the dose reconstruction, are nearly exactly 9 times those at 12
inches; whether this is physics or fortuitous cannot be determined.

Sealed Source Integrity

The melted lead shielding prevented removal of the source capsule by the usual
methods so its integrity could not be directly evaluated at ADCO without incurring
significant radiation exposure and the risk of contaminating the facility. However, no
contamination was found in a survey at SWVA and three leak tests were all negative1 .

Copies of the leak test certificates are included as Appendix A. Note that the samples
collected on 08 January 2003 indicate the general location on the damaged gauge
where the sample was taken.

Dose Estimation

The Radiation Safety Officer of SWVA, Mr. Steve Powell, provided a narrative of the
damaged gauge removal describing the time people spent in proximity to the gauge. A
copy of this letter is included with this report as Attachment 1. Mr. Powell provided
additional information regarding the incident management effort to Mr. Don Jordan of
RAM Services in a telephone call on 27 January 2003. The synopsis of events below is
based on his NRC letter and on notes taken by Mr. Jordan during the telephone call.

' Since these leak test sampleswere analyzed at RAM Services we can state further that there was no
detectable activity at all on the samples.
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Summary of the Incident

At approximately 12:45 p.m. on 16 December 2002 a tundish accidentally spilled molten
steel onto a Kay Ray Model 7060WD gauge2, SIN 29662 containing 500 mCi of Cs-137
as of 31 January 1991 and which was installed on the side of a mold. The area was
immediately evacuated and remedial efforts were undertaken by four SWVA
employees, who will be identified as Employees A, B, C, and D in this report in order to
maintain the confidentiality of their potential radiation exposures. They are identified in
Attachment 2 to this report.

Of these four, Employee B was present on the scene at a distance where the radiation
levels were at background levels, as measured by Employee A with a Bicron micromax
survey meter, and did not participate directly in the effort to remove the damaged
gauge.

Employee A measured dose rates of 5000 microrem per hour at six feet from the
damaged gauge prompting the evacuation of the area and the conservative removal
procedures. Note that this is the maximum limit of the instrument.

Employees A, C, and D removed the gauge intact from the mold using a cutting torch
with a 6 foot extension and a sledgehammer. Each person spent 3 minutes in proximity
to the gauge either cutting and/or hammering and then retired to a safe distance to be
replaced by the next person. Each "cycle" in the removal effort consisted of 3 turns of
cutting or hammering by eqc person for a total of 9 minutes in proximity to the gauge
during the cycle. The cycle was repeated 4 times for a total exposure time of 36
minutes near the gauge. The workers retired to a safe distance for 10 - 15 minutes
between turns and took longer breaks at a greater distance between cycles. Of the 36
minutes spent near the gauge by each employee, approximately 24 minutes were spent
cutting and the remaining 12 minutes hammering. Each employee seems to have taken
an equal part in the effort.

2 This gauge was identified incorrectly as SIN 93KrJ47 in the original incident report and on subsequent
leak tests. Mr. Wiza of RAM Services verified the correct S/N, 29662, by examining the identification
plate on the damaged gauge.
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Figure 2. Damaged Gauge In Steel Box at SWVA

Before the removal operation began, a hoisting strap was placed around the gauge
using a remotely operated crane, which also took up the slack once the strap was in
place. Consequently, nobody seems to have approached very close to the gauge (i.e.,
closer than 3 feet) or to have handled it directly. When the gauge was freed, the crane
was used to place the gauge into a box made of 2-inch thick steel and approximately 3
X 3 feet X 2 % feet high. During this operation, all employees left to a safe distance and
the crane was operated remotely from a distance of 60 feet, where Employee A
measured the dose rate as essentially background. The gauge was placed in the steel
box shutter end down and additional lead sheets were placed over the area with the
highest radiation level.

The steel box was then transported by forklift from the incident location to a remote site,
which was secured with appropriate warnings. Employee D operated the forklift and
Employee A measured the dose rate in the cab at the operators seat during this
operation at 300 microrem per hour. A reenactment of the transport operation was
timed at 3 minutes and 15 seconds.
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Two sheets of lead had been placed on the bottom of the box and others around the
sides before the gauge was deposited. After the gauge was placed in the box,
Employee A dropped additional sheets of lead by hand over the gauge. Employee A
then surveyed the outside of the box to identify any hot spots and, finding some,
Employee A rearranged the lead sheets by hand to cover those spots. A total of 10
sheets of lead measuring 24 inches by 24 inches by 1/8 inch were used. Employee A
estimated that it took less than 2 minutes to add the lead, survey the box, and rearrange
the shielding and that whilst arranging the lead his hand would have been 12 to 18
inches from the gauge.

A total of about 3 hours elapsed from the start of remedial operations until the gauge
was finally secured in its shielding box at the remote site.

While culling the attachments of the gauge, people worked to the "right" of the gauge as
it was installed and in a crouched position, as the gauge was mounted about 24 inches
from the deck level on which they stood. This appears to correspond to 2700 in the
radiation survey coordinates. While hammering, they worked from behind and above
the gauge, facing the "back" of the gauge.

At a visit to the site by Mr. Wiza of RAM Services on January 9 - 10, the removal effort
was partly re-enacted with the implements originally employed. Distances between the
gauge and each employee were measured. The shortest distance for the culling
operation, 4 feet 1 inch, was measured between Employee C's hand and the gauge
location. In this position, Employee C's body was 4 feet 10 inches from the gauge.
These minimum distances will be used in the dose estimation for all three employees.

Employees worked closer to the damaged gauge while hammering, but this distance
was not measured during the re-enactment and so must be estimated. Mr. Powell
stated that the sledgehammer had about a 3-foot handle and so we will use this
distance to estimate the whole body exposure during this phase of the operation,
although it is probable that this distance would have been significantly greater since the
hammer would have been held at arm's length.

The radiation coming directly through the "back" of the gauge is at comparatively
moderate levels. However, given the likely position of a worker relative to the mounted
gauge while hammering, it would appear that this exposure rate might be suitable for
the lower legs while the exposure rate coming from the top (00) of the gauge is more
appropriate for calculating hand and body exposure during this operation.3

3 On 30 January we attempted to measure the radiation levels that are more realistic for this operation,
namely from behind and above the gauge as it was installed. However, lead shot already had been
placed inside the damaged gauge housing, thereby preventing this measurement without excessive
exposure to remove this shielding.
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Dose Estimation Basis

Based on the narrative provided, we employ the following assumptions in our
calculations:

1. The 3 workers directly involved in the incident remediation spent a total of 36
minutes in proximity to the damaged gauge.

2. Cutting operations required 24 minutes.

3. Hammering required 12 minutes.

4. While operating the cutting torch all employees' hands were 49 inches from
the gauge.

5. While operating the cuffing torch all employees' torsos were 58 inches from
the gauge.

6. While cutting, they were in the field measured at 2700 in the survey
coordinates.

7. While hammering, both their hands and torsos were 36 inches from the
gauge.

8. While hammering, they were exposed to the field measured at 00.

9. When taking breaks between turns at cutting and hammering, they moved to
a "safe" distance where the dose rates were either background or less than 1
milliroentgen per hour. Exposures accumulated during these periods are
expected to be inconsequential when compared with the exposure during
removal efforts and the uncertainty in that exposure.

10. Exposures accumulated operating the crane or forklift are inconsequential for
the reasons given in Item 9 above.

11. While adjusting the shielding, Employee A's hand was exposed to the
maximum field at 12 inches for 1 minute while rearranging the shielding.

12. While adjusting the shielding, Employee A's body was exposed to the
maximum field at 24 inches for 2 minutes.

13. Exposure rates at distances greater than 36 inches will be scaled from the
normalized measurements at 36 inches using the inverse square law.

14. Exposure rates at distances closer than 36 inches will be scaled from the
normalized measurements at 3 or 12 inches as appropriate.

15. Skin and lens of the eye doses are the same as the whole body doses.
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16. Employee B received no exposure above background during the incident.

In Table 5 below we present the exposure rates and exposure accumulated during the
various operations involved in the removal of the damage gauge. We calculate the
exposure rates at the operating distances described in the Assumptions using the
inverse square law with the 36-inch exposure rates of Table 4 as a basis. Exposures
are then computed from these calculated exposure rates and the time spent in the
various operations. The time and distance estimates are presented in the list of
assumptions above.

Table S. Estimated Exposures During Various Operations
Operation Position Uon Distance Time Exposure Rate Exposure

inches minutes milfliRoentgen/hr milliRoentgen

Cutting with torch 2700 Body 58 24 51.6 20.6
Cutting with torch 2700 Hand 49 24 72.3 28.9
Hammering 00 Body 36 12 36.0 7.2
Hammering 00 Hand 36 12 36.0 7.2
Rearranging Shieldina 12 Maximum Body 24 2 450.3 15.0
Rearranging Shielding 1Z' Maximum Hand 12 1 1,801 30.0

The exposures for each operation in which an employee participated are added
together and presented below in Table 6. Since it was assumed that each contributed
equally in the cutting and hammering operations, the exposures for Employees A, C,
and D are all equal for these operations and the only distinction is that Employee A
moved the lead shielding within the steel box.

|| Table 6. Estimated Employee Radiation Exposures in milliRoentgen.
Operation Em plee A Employee c Employee D

Bad I Hand Body I dH

Cutting 20.6 28.9 20.6 28.9 2
Hammering 7.2 .2 7.2 7.2 - 7.2 7.2

Shielding 15.0 30.0

Total exposures u 66.1 27.8 36.1 27.8 36.1

Discussion of Calculated Employee Exposures

We believe that the calculated exposures in Table 6 represent plausible maximum
bounds on the exposure each may have actually received. Since the Radiation Safety
Officer carefully timed the operations close to the gauge, the duration of the exposures
appears to be a well known quantity.
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By employing long-handled tools in the cutting and hammering operations, the work was
done at a distance where small changes in distance do not result in large changes in
the exposure rate. A six inch change in distance from 48 inches results only in about a
30% change in the exposure rate. Therefore, errors in the gross estimates of operating
distance will not affect the exposure estimates greatly.

While the radiation field varies strongly with position at short distances, apparently due
to the missing and displaced shielding, it does begin to even out at the working
distances. Since we have employed the maximum plausible exposure rates (e.g., they
did work from the right and not the left) we believe that the measured radiation profile
describes the radiation field with sufficient accuracy for these purposes.

The major uncertainty in our calculations appears to be extremity exposure received by
Employee A while moving the lead sheets when the gauge was stored in the steel box.
During this operation, his hand could have been much closer to the source that the
assumed 12 inches, in which case the exposure rate would have been dramatically
greater. We believe that we have compensated partly for this uncertainty by
overestimating the time required and by ignoring the shielding effects of the lead sheets
which were in place. We note, however, that even had Employee A held his hand on
the gauge housing for one minute at the location of maximum exposure rate, he would
have only received about 100 mR of extremity exposure, which is well within regulatory
limits.
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Appendix A. Leak Tests of the Damaged Gauge.

Steven Powell
Steel of West Virginia
P.O. Box 2547
Huntington, WV 25726

SEALED SOURCE LEAK TEST CERTIFICATEI

Assay No. 17542 Nm LsAKTiesrD DISPOSAL

Company Steel of West Virginia Loion |

Contact Peson STEVEN POWELL Telephone 304-696-8234

Source Description

Customer Reference

Source 1 Source 2
Manufacturer Kay Ray

Model Number 7060SD

Serial Number 29662

Isotope Cs-1 37

OrginalActity 500 mCi
Assay Date (not specified)

Date source wiped 8-JAN-2003

ADMnONALOESCRIpTION: CORRECTION:

S/N PREVIOUSLY GIVEN INCORRECTLY AS S93K0407

LEAK TEST ANALYSIS

SAMPLEAcTwCY LESS THAN 0.005 OCi ANAYSIsDATE 9-Jan-2003

ANALYsis Mmrum DrmCrASLE AcCvY 1 A4E-05 OCi

ANALYST DO JoDA.

DON JORDAN_ ..
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Steven Powell
Steel of West Virginia
P.O. Box 2547
Huntington, WV 25726

SEALED SOURCE LE-AK TST CERTIFICATE

Assay No. 17621 NE LEAXTEST DUE DISPOSAL

company Steel of West Virginia Location

Contact Person STEVEN POWELL Telephone 304-696-8234

Source Description

Customer
Reference

Source 1 Source 2
Manufacturer Kay Ray
Model Number 7060SD

Serial Number 29662
Isotope Cs-1 37

Original Acrity 500 mCi

Assay Date Oct-93

Date source wiped 9-JAN-2003

Ao01ONtALErCIPTION: SHUTTER END DAMAGED

l CORRECTION: S/N PREVIOUSLY GIVEN INCORRECTLY AS S93K0407

LEAK TEST ANALYSIS

SAMPLE AcmurY LESS THAN 0.005 OCi ANALYStS DATE 13-Jan-2003

ANALssMSMuMDrET~E~y1.44E-05 0CilANALYSTS MINIMUM DETEcTAstE Ac~rVn I4-0T[C

ANALYST 9 > ,k9l
DON JORDAN- .....
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Steven Powell
Steel of West Virginia
P.O. Box 2547
Huntington, WV 25726

SEALED SOURCE LEAK TEST CERTiFCATE

Assay No. 17622 NtxrLEAKTlsrDuE DISPOSAL

Company Steel of West Virginia Location

Contaci Penuo STEVEN POWELL Telephone 304-696-8234

Source Description

Customer Reference

Source 1 Source 2
Manufacturer Kay Ray

Model Number 7060SD

Serial Number 29662

Isotope Cs-1 37

OrIginal Actiy 500 mCi

Assay Date Oct-93

Date source wiped 9-JAN-2003

cm P TOP INSIDE OF DAMAGED HOUSING

CORRECTION: SIN PREVIOUSLY GIVEN INCORRECTLY AS S93K0407

LEAK TEST ANALYSIS

SAMPLEACTrIY LESS THAN 0.005 VCi ANtALYSISDATE 13-Jan-2003

AtALYSs MINIMUM D~rEcTA&E Acnvrry 1.44E-05 DCi

ANALYST DO JODN0/

DON JORDAN-..
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Appendix B. Survey Instrumentation
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Figure 3. Survey Instrument Calibration Certificate
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Figure 4. Selected Victoreen Speclftcatlons. [Victoreen at 143]
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Figure S. Victoreen Ion Chamber Energy Response. [Victoreen, at 1-51
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Figure 1-3 Survey Meter Angular Response

Figure S. VEctoreen Angular Response. IVictoreen, at 1-6]
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Attachment 1. RSO Narrative of the Incident

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C.

Steel of West Virginia
U. S. Nuclear ReguAtoy Commission
License #47-163 10.

Nuclear Regulatory Occastence Number 39455

On Decinber 16,2002, Steel of West Virginia bad an accidental movement of a tuwdish.
which cdwsed a molwn stream to penetrate the outer jacikt of a radioactive source (500
milicurie cesium 137. The molte metal steam, after penetrating the oater metal jacket,
eroded some of the lead shielding around the encapsulated souirce causing a leakage of
radioactiveactivity. This activit occured between 12-45 ad 1:00 pm

As soon as the known possibility of a radiation leakage occurred, Steel of West Virginia
evacuated the wrwk area of all personnel. Immediately the area was surveyed with a
Bicron mieromax radiation detector Radiation leakage was detected and lead shielding
was applied to reduce the amount of exposume The expwsure rate was 5,000 mictorims at
six feet from the source on three sides. This was the maximum reading on the Bicron
mieromax uit At this time 'we treated this as a worse case scenario.

Three Steel of West Virginia personnel ) started
removing the soutce fiom its mounting bracket This team revolved around a schedule of
3 minutes in the effected area-tO to 15 out- four times in a cycle. Thiscycle was repeated
3 times after a 20mimute break between each cycle.

From a inmote operated rane, the source was then placed shuter down in a lead lined
steel box. The box bad Z -thick steet plates on all sides. There were about 10 lead sheets
(3ftc3ftxl/8) encapsulated around the source.

Readings were inbk three fet from the edge ofthe box. One side was less than 20
microrims, the other tbree sides were about tOO microims.

The box with the source was plawed in a remote area and roped off with caution tape.
After additional steel plating was added, the area outside the caution tape, when checked,
registered less than 35 microrims.

At this time we did a survey of the effected area and found no remedial radiation on
either the casting deck or uppe spray chanmber arca. No reading above normal
backgwund was citaj in any of the effectual aWeas.

Steve Povell
Steel of West Virginia
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